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Staff photo by Charley Lyman
ALABAMA BLUESMAN James Harman belts out one of his tunes for an appreciative 
lunchtime crowd In front of the UC. Harman and his band, Those Dangerous Gentle­
mens, played a free one-hour set Thursday on their way to Spokane, their next stop.
Campus sprayed 
with pesticide
By Philip C. Johnson
Kaimm Reporter
UM's grounds crew mistak­
enly sprayed weed pesticide 
on campus Tuesday morning 
without notifying the campus 
community as dictated by the 
facilities services pesticide 
policy.
The grounds crew "made an 
honest mistake,” Hugh Jesse, 
facilities services director, said 
Thursday.
The pesticide, called MCPA, 
was applied by a boom-spray­
er between the Liberal Arts 
and Fine Arts buildings Tues­
day morning. The spraying 
was stopped at about 11:30 
a.m., Jesse said.
Facilities services is sup­
posed to notify ASUM 10 
days prior to the use of pesti­
cides and present a map of 
areas to be sprayed. The 
policy also prevents the use 
of pesticides on campus dur­
ing weekdays and application
is supposed to cease before 8 
a.m.
The pesticide policy was de­
veloped last summer in re­
sponse to student complaints 
about use of pesticides on 
campus without notification, 
Jesse said.
MCPA is a phenoxy herbi­
cide that can cause skin and 
eye irritation and potentially 
irreparable damage to the 
eye.
Dave Crabtree. Missoula 
County horticulturist with the 
county extension office, said 
MCPA persists in the environ­
ment for about one month 
after application in wet condi­
tions and up to six months in 
dry conditions.
MCPA is lethal if 3.7 table­
spoons are ingested, he said. 
However, Crabtree said, the 
pesticide is diluted with water 
and 3.7 tablespoons will treat
See ‘Pesticide,’ page 16.
Faculty, staff say training helped in using CUFS
By Lisa Meister
Kalmln Reporter
UM staff members and faculty say 
they have had fewer problems using 
the university's accounting system 
since training sessions began.
The printouts from the College and 
University Financial System (CUFS) 
are "fairly up-to-date and easy to 
work with," said Laura Piute, account­
ing technician for UM’s forestry de­
partment.
Piute has attended the training ses­
sions for use of CUFS, as did law 
school administrative clerk Linda Her­
mes.
Hermes said she does not enter 
data using CUFS, because "right now 
everything still goes to accounts pay­
able."
But, she said, “If somebody calls 
and wants to know why they haven’t 
gotten their check, I can look it up 
and tell them.”
And as the accounts payable office 
updates information, it is changed 
“immediately" in the system, she 
said.
But sociology Professor Fred Reed 
said, “My own Interpretation of the 
(CUFS) reports I'm getting even now 
is that they are nearly random. It’s 
not clear how data gets entered in, 
how soon It gets entered in and what 
it reflects.”
The accounting system had been 
criticized since its purchase in July 
1987. The system was intended to
make university accounting more effi­
cient, but most users said they could 
not retrieve financial data from the 
system in a timely manner.
UM President James Koch told the 
UM Faculty Senate last fall that If the 
system had not improved by the end 
of the school year, It would be re­
placed.
However, he said Thursday, “I am 
no longer as disillusioned as I was.”
“I think we've got some noticeable 
improvements, and I’m convinced 
now that it will work,” Koch added.
Koch said he now receives financial 
reports five to seven days after the 
end of each month. Previously, It 
took “forever," he said.
But "we're not all the way there
yet,” he added.
Part of the problem is that some of 
the system's software is not working, 
he said, but the larger problem Is 
that several people have not yet been 
trained to use the system.
Reed said he has not attended the 
CUFS training sessions.
“I'm busy enough that If they're 
going to take two hours out of my 
life, they’ve got to show me that the 
system is worth learning,” he said.
Reed said the financial data from 
the accounting system has not been 
accurate nor current.
For instance, he said, salary pay­
ments made In January were not re-
See ‘CUFS,’ page 16.
Physical therapy enriches UM, chairman says
By Christian Murdock
Kalmln Reporter
UM's physical therapy program should expand to 
meet the demand of the profession, not become 
part of UM's retrenchment plan, the physical thera­
py—chairman told the retrenchment committee 
Thursday.
Rich Gajdosik said job openings In physical ther­
apy are expected to increase until the year 2000 
because of the expansion in sports medicine and 
the growing numbers of elderly people In the 
United States.
“This profession continues to grow and we think 
we are helping to meet its needs," he said.
UM’s program Is the only one in Montana and
because of its small faculty, each junior and senior 
class is limited to 20 students, Gajdosik said.
Gajdosik said he interviewed 32 qualified stu­
dents for the 20 positions this year and last fall 
115 students entered UM for the pre-physical ther­
apy program.
He added that 100 percent of physical therapy 
students who graduate from UM find jobs In physi­
cal therapy and most of them stay in Montana.
To persuade students to work for them, many 
hospitals even give students scholarships in return 
for a couple years service at their hospital, Gajdo­
sik said.
“Physical therapy Is a bright spot on campus and 
it needs to be developed, not cut,” he said.
The program brings “high quality” students to
UM, he said, adding that the program’s students 
have a 3.6 grade point average.
The physical therapy program came under the 
committee's review because the program Is techni­
cally part of UM’s pharmacy department, which is 
under one of the proposed retrenchment plans, 
Ron Perrin, head of the committee, said.
Students In the program already pay a $1,000 
per year super tuition to help support the program, 
which is about $40,000 of the program’s $140,000 
yearly budget, Gajadoslk said.
"University of Montana still is a cost-effective 
place to study, even with the super tuition," he 
said, adding that the program at the University of 
Colorado costs $9,000 per year.
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Spring Quarter seemed to last forever, but at 
least we were entertained by things such as tree- 
spiking contests, retrenchment plans and a wishy- 
washy student government. While not a lot was 
accomplished, there sure was a lot of talk. Here 
are some of the more Interesting things that were 
said:
“Pragmatism has become a part of our 
everyday lives. We act without any kind of 
thinking.”
Philosophy Professor Richard Bernstein, from 
Pennsylvania, speaking as part of the President's 
Lecture Series.
“I am not willing to work with people who act 
so Irresponsibly.”
Mike Mathlson, talking about the ASUM 
administration when he quit his job as Student 
Legislative Action director.
“With the salary mentioned above, do you also 
Include food stamps? With all the qualifications 
and duties required, $21,500 per year, you have 
got to be kidding.”
Leonard R. deGrassl, a California art professor,
Not much happened, but a lot was said
In written response to a job announcement for a 
UM art professor position.
“I believe this tax will lead Montana out of the 
dark ages and Into the 20th century, which, I 
might add, is almost over.”
MSU President Bill Tletz speaking to legislators in 
support of a sales tax.
“When It comes down to the possibility of a 
death, what’s the difference between killing a 
tree and killing a human?”
EVST Advocate Tim Bechtold on tree spiking.
“I really thought I was going to die.”
UM student Justin Harris, after being pinned 
under a Pepsi machine for more than an hour In 
the Underground Lecture Hall.
“It can be used by a small group of guests 
who want to think great thoughts in a lovely 
area.”
UM President James Koch speaking about a 
mansion on Salmon Lake, which has been offered 
to UM as a retreat.
“I don’t know one girl who doesn’t hate
Student’s short life reveals brutal honesty
Woody
Kipp
I didn’t really get to know my fellow 
columnist, Mark Grove, who died on 
Tuesday. Prior to this quarter we had not 
known each other at all. Since the start of 
this quarter we had become briefly 
acquainted as fellow sojourners trodding 
this sometimes exhilarating, sometimes 
distressing path of writing. Mark sat across 
from me in the journalism class we were 
taking together. Wednesday afternoon, 
sitting there, looking at that space where 
he had sat, I thought, you’ll never ever see 
that person again, at least not on this 
earthly plane.
What can you say when suddenly* 
someone you know is gone, trashing the 
statistics of American male longevity. 
Browsing through a secondhand store last 
winter, I came across a wall plaque that 
says this: “Some people come into our 
lives and quickly go. Some stay for awhile 
and leave footprints in our hearts and we 
are never ever the same.”
Mark Grove wrote with a commitment 
that undoubtedly earned him a few well- 
placed verbal kicks. I guess that's why he 
won’t easily be forgotten, at least by me. 
Some of what he wrote wasn’t pleasant. It 
would be nice if truth and pleasantries 
went, automatically, forever and all time, 
hand-in-hand. Somewhere In the glitter and 
gloss of this mercantile society, Mark 
Grove managed to kick a hole in the wall 
and peek through to some light. And he 
had the gumption — that's spelled b-a-l-l-s 
— to write about what he thought was 
wrong and let the chips fall where they 
may. The calling card of death came early 
to Mark Grove. He was just 28.
I’m sorry now I didn’t get to know him 
better. When a person dies an early, 
untimely death, it's always like this. You 
wish you had told him this or that or, 
possibly, wish you hadn’t told him 
something that hurt his feelings while he 
was alive. It is when death comes this way, 
suddenly, without warning, that a person 
has to stop and reflect on the gift of 
friendship and the fragility of life.
In the biographical Information Mark 
Grove gave about himself, which was 
printed in the Kaimin editorial space on
Wednesday, he said something interesting 
about this act of writing. He said he wrote 
to call attention to himself. There is 
something brutally honest about that 
statement, something a lesser writer might 
acknowledge but never In a month of 
Sundays publicly state. It was that 
willingness to do a thorough Internal 
inspection of himself that gave Mark 
Grove's writing an appeal that Is becoming 
increasingly rare among the paralyzing 
masses of ink-slingers today. And it's true, 
Mark — as writers we are some of the 
most egotistical, fawning creatures afoot 
today. Let us hope we can work through 
the clouded bubble of egotism and bring 
some judgment and sense to the reigning 
chaos.
You have begun that final journey into 
the realm of the Great Mystery. I am not 
so afraid of death as I once was, but I am 
still afraid. Spotted Eagle led me to the 
door of death and showed me a glimpse 
of the spiritual world; he made me 
understand the power of a simple, sincere 
prayer. I know that prayers are the only 
thing that can help you now, Mark. I am 
going to pray for you. From where you are 
at, I ask you to pray for me.
Farewell, friend. We are brothers in the 
spirit, and you were right — this is a 
maddenly conservative publication at times. 
It's the prevailing consciousness In the land 
today. It will change. Meanwhile, enjoy your 
journey back to the starting point. Maybe, 
somewhere, in the vastness of this 
universe, our paths may meet again.
Shalom, brother.
”... and we are never ever the same.”
Woody Kipp Is a senior In Journalism
swimsuit competition. We ell moan and groan 
before we go out.”
Cathy Brewer, Miss Western Montana, speaking 
about beauty pageants.
“People shouldn’t bear the consequences of 
someone else’s stupidity.”
Jim Marks, coordinator for disability services for 
students, speaking about poor building accessibility 
for students with disabilities.
“A university without autonomous courses In 
physics, anthropology and world religions Is no 
longer a university. Such a university Is well 
along the way to becoming a greater Missoula 
community college.”
Paul Dietrich, religious studies department 
chairman, on President Koch’s retrenchment plan.
"We can’t let the budget cuts hurt our 
enthusiasm.”
Dick Koontz, women's track and cross country 
coach.
Dave Stalling
BLOOM COUNTY
by Berke Breathed
MONTANA
The Montana Kaimin, In Its 91 at year, la
publlahad every Tueaday, Wedneaday, 
Thursday and Friday of the achool year by 
the Aaaoclated Students of the University 
of Montana. The UM School of Journalism 
uses the Montana Kaimin for practice 
courses but assumes no control over 
policy or content. The opinions expressed 
on the editorial page do not necessarily re­
flect the views of ASUM, the state or the 
university administration. Subacrlptlon 
rates: $15 per quarter, $40 per academic 
year.
The Kaimin welcomea expreaalons of all 
vlewa from Its readers. Letters should be 
no more than 300 worda, typed and dou­
ble-spaced. They muat include signature, 
valid mailing address, telephone number 
and atudent's year and major. Anonymous 
letters will not be accepted. Because of 
the volume of letters received, the Kaimin 
cannot guarantee publication of all letters. 
Every effort, however, will be made to 
print submitted material. Lettera ahould be 
mailed or brought to the Kaimin office In 
Room 206 of the Journalism Building.
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All UM programs necessary, Koch says
Retrenchment committee has tough decision to make
JAMES KOCH
By Christian Murdock
Keim In Reporter
UM’s retrenchment committee has no easy 
choices because all of the programs on the list are 
needed at the university, UM President James Koch 
said Thursday.
"There is not a single thing on the retrenchment 
list that we don't need at the University of Mon­
tana,” Koch told a group of about 30 people during 
an open forum in the UC Montana Rooms.
The forum was moved because the original loca­
tion in the Math building was Inaccessible to dis­
abled students.
“If we substituted different programs, we would 
have different people here today, but they would 
have the same arguments,” he said.
“We can't go on and maintain quality at the uni­
versity without cuts,” Koch said. “In order for for­
estry, business and pharmacy to make accredita­
tion, we will have to do something.”
Koch said because the retrenchment process is 
difficult, It has caused a lot of tension on campus, 
but he “urged the campus community to be civil 
and sane.”
He asked that the "campus community” discon­
tinue the "bad incidents" that have occurred, includ-
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If we substituted different pro­
grams, we would have different people 
here today, but they would have the 
same problems.”
— James Koch
ing the dumping of garbage on a committee mem­
ber's car.
Koch also defended UM's intercollegiate athletics, 
which some campus groups consider the prime tar­
get for retrenchment, by pointing out that athletics 
have received cuts of almost $250,000 from the 
general fund over the last three years.
Koch said although UM can’t avoid retrenchment, 
UM's situation Isn’t all bad.
The library will receive $100,000 more from the 
state, and the university's faculty will receive their 
raise, he said.
Koch added that because of the retrenchment, 
UM will also be able to keep all of its first-year fac­
ulty members except the members of departments 
affected by the retrenchment.
Speaker discusses arctic wolf behavior
By Janice Pavlic
for the Kalmln
He'd never had a chance to losely observe 
the behavior of a wild wolf pack until he lived 
on a remote island 600 miles from the North 
Pole, the world’s leading wolf expert said 
Thursday night.
sidered prey. “Even when they looked hard at 
him," he said,“he never thought he was being 
sized up for food.”
Over the years, Meeh has continued to re­
turn to the wolves at the same den. He said 
he had some old bones radio carbon dated 
and they turned out to be 700 years old.
But, eventually, the arctic wolves became so 
familiar with L. David Meeh that he said “one 
pup came up and untied his boot lace.”
Meeh, who has worked with wolves for 30 
years, told about his experiences observing 
the arctic wolf to over 200 people In UM's 
Underground Lecture Hall.
Since 1986, he has traveled to Ellesmere Is­
land each year to study the arctic wolves.
Meeh’s work was documented on video by 
the National Geographic Society, who spon­
sored him.
In the spring of 1986, he cautiously ap­
proached the wolves on the Island for the 
first time. Meeh and his party were driving 
snowmobiles, but the wolves weren’t afraid of 
them.
"The secret in living with these wolves is 
that they have never been harassed by hu­
mans," he said.
He was only there for a short time, but the 
first time he saw the wolves in June, 1987, he 
said they "were completely unafraid” and 
“acted as if we'd never left.”
He found the den that year, he said, and “it 
was a most beautiful den, at that.” When he 
was near the den, the wolves warily ap­
proached him, Meeh said, but they only 
raised their hackles and “were no serious 
threat."
He speculated that "somewhere in the 
evolution of the wolf humans were not con-
“I'm naive . . . and idealistic enough," he 
said, “ to hope that despite acid rain and 
global warming, maybe 700 years from now, 
someone could go up and there would still 
be a litter of pups in that den."
Meeh said he has observed wolf pups play­
ing with feathers and sticks and has watched 
the pack’s behavior within very close range.
He has been to hunting sites with members 
of the pack and has seen them bring down 
musk oxen.
He has also monitored the feeding patterns 
of the adults and pups.
Meeh's lecture was accompanied by a slide 
show which showed the seven adult wolves 
and six pups in various modes.
He said while it was difficult to keep the 
identities of the pups straight, It wasn't a 
problem with the mature wolves, some of 
whom were named "Left Shoulder,” “Shaggy,” 
and “Scruffy.”
Meeh said he never howled at the wolves 
or touched them. He didn't know how he was 
regarded by them, he said. Howling would be 
inappropriate because he would then be 
viewed as a wolf that was a stranger to the 
pack, he said.
“I deliberately did not want to touch them,” 
he said. "It would have been kind of fun . . . 
but it would have had no scientific value.”
Meeh will deliver a technical lecture today 
at 11 a.m. in Forestry 206 on "New Insights 
into Wolf-Prey Relations.”
the dark room
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Letter* of more than 300 
word* and tetter* not typed 
and double spaced probably 
won’t be published. Letters 
that don't Include a signa­
ture, valid mailing address, 
telephone number and stu­
dent’s year and major will 
not be published.
A letter should be on a 
subject of university Interest 
and should state an opinion.
Beware of ‘poison’
Editor:
I see all those people out 
there on campus, dressed for 
summer: shorts and bare feet. 
They’re always out there, sit­
ting on the grass, thinking 
about summer, thinking about 
school being all but over with 
for a while. Thinking everying 
is all right.
I used to like sitting out on 
the lawn myself, but not any­
more. At least not since I saw 
those Physical Plant boys out 
there the other morning with
a tractor and a tank o’ toxins, 
liberally saturating that fine 
green grass and those evil, 
unsightly damned dandelions.
Yepl Pesticidification, right 
here on UM. Sprayin’ 
M.C.P.A., whatever the hell 
that might be. "Avoid contact 
with mucous membrane.” 
Which means don’t sit in the 
grass if your shorts are too 
short. And don’t eat, chew on 
a piece of grass, smoke, pick 
your teeth or nose, rub your 
eyes, or go to the bathroom if 
you touched the lawn.
I left my hometown shortly 
after they said not to drink, 
swim, or eat fish from the 
nearby streams because of 
pesticide pollution. Of course, 
there weren’t any fish by that 
time anyhow, which helped 
them decide the stuff in the 
streams might not be safe to 
use as a substitute for water. 
Like elsewhere, those streams 
had been the victims of ai 
small minor side effect of our: 
technologically-enhanced agri­
FORUM
business, and a national sub­
urban lawn beautification pro­
gram. Quality life, through 
quality chemicals.
Anyway, it kind of pissed 
me off to see my unwary aca­
demic peers out there sitting 
in fresh poison and not know­
ing it, so being a troublemak­
er, I decided to make a few 
phone calls. President Koch 
wasn’t available, of course, 
and no one I did get a hold 
of could tell me why it was 
that the students of UM were 
being subjected to a potential 
health hazard, and nobody 
was making any effort to let 
them in on the secret. It 
seems kind of strange, but no 
one really wanted to talk 
about it very much.
So I have taken it upon 
myself to let anyone know 
who might be interested. Yes, 
enjoy the day, the sunshine. 
Wonder at the beauty of that 
almost weed-free grass which 
helps lure to students to a 
crippled university, and brings
in bucks to argue over. By all 
means enjoy your campus; 
you pay for it. But please try 
not to touch it.
And whatever you do, don’t 
call anyone at the university 
and act as if any of this really 
matters.
Bob Yetter
Senior, environmental stud­
ies
Increase security
Editor:
I have been reading about 
the parking problem all year 
and now something Is finally 
being done about it. Great! 
350 new parking spaces to 
park in. Everyone may think 
this is good, but thieves think 
it is great. There were a 
dozen or more break-ins over 
Memorial Day and nothing 
stopped the thieves. They 
took stereos, speakers, 
equilizers and boosters. Now I 
read that we have to pay $33
to park on campus next year. 
Where does this money go 
anyway? The campus security 
needs to be stepped up on 
this campus urgentlyl Is It too 
much To ask that campus se­
curity check the parking lots 
during their rounds? Instead 
of looking for someone who 
doesn’t have a parking stick­
er, how about look for some­
one who does have a sticker 
and check their car for any 
damage. After all, didn’t they 
pay for security as well as 
parking? I would think that 
campus security could at least 
look for break-ins. They get 
paid a lot of money just to sit 
in their cars and write parking 
tickets. I think they forgot the 
whole point of security on 
campus. Could you please 
address this issue of break- 
ins and vandalism on our 
campus?
Chris Coltran
Freshman, business admin­
istration
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KEYS
DEALER
Editor:
The grievance filed by Ms.
Coslet and others with Com­
missioner Krause about Pro­
fessor Richard Walton is 
shamefully ignorant, and its 
advertisement in a letter to 
the editor in yesterday’s Kai­
min is disgraceful. The right 
of grievance, open and avail­
able to everyone, is an impor­
tant part of due process, and 
I staunchly defend it. But, its 
careless and thoughtless use 
ought to be avoided by peo­
ple who do not know the 
facts and customs about that 
which they grieve.
Ms. Coslet’s letter would 
lead a reader to believe that 
Professor Walton had no for­
mal education beyond the 
bachelor’s degree. That is not 
so. Professor Walton satisfied 
every requirement for the ter­
minal degree, save one. The 
reason he did not satisfy that 
one is a complex and per­
sonal story which is not im­
portant to the issue.
What is important is that 
several years ago the philoso­
phy department agreed to 
recommend Walton for 
promotion from assistant to 
associate professor. That is 
not normally done unless the 
candidate possesses the ter­
minal degree. Sometimes, 
however, such promotion and 
tenure are granted when the 
work of the candidate shows 
a competence equal to that 
expected of one who has the 
terminal degree. The philoso­
phy department carefully and 
consciously considered this in 
deciding upon the recommen­
dation. The administration in 
office at the time was con­
sulted, and it was agreed that 
the recommendation implied 
that the faculty of the depart­
ment believed Walton's work
See ‘Walton,’ page 5.
THE FAST LANE
CRAIG
Walton
Continued from page 4.
to be at a level expected of 
one with a terminal degree 
and that the administration's 
acceptance of the recommen­
dation implied that it con­
curred with the department's 
judgment (Faculty and admin­
istration alike realized that 
promotion and tenure without 
the terminal degree was unu­
sual, but not rare. Numerous 
people have been accepted 
by prestigious schools on 
similar grounds, and many 
come to be accomplished and 
reknown scholars and teach­
ers.) The recommendation 
was accepted, Walton was 
promoted and granted tenure, 
and everyone knowledgeable 
of the circumstances consid­
ered the matter settled.
Walton’s performance during 
the subsequent years con­
firmed the decision. His dedi­
cation to academic excellence 
and his accomplishment of it 
matches the very best of our 
faculty and exceeds that of 
many. His contributions to the 
university, to his students, and 
to the community are numer­
ous. Many students have 
sought his careful and de­
manding tutelage, and they 
have gone on to accomplish 
high academic honors. Sev­
eral of those students recently 
wrote letters in behalf of Wal­
ton's nomination for Distin­
guished Teacher of the Year, 
an award he received Wed­
nesday night. Among those 
who wrote was a Rhodes 
Scholar, attorneys, professors 
and teachers. They wrote in 
glowing terms of Professor 
Walton's abilities and testified 
of their indebtedness to him 
for his help in their efforts to 
become what they are. During 
the 21 years I have taught at 
this university there has been 
no one beside whom I am 
more proud to work.
I urge Ms. Coslet and the 
others to reconsider the griev­
ance more carefully and 
knowledgeably. I must assume 
that you do not have full 
knowledge of the circum­
stances of Professor Walton’s 
promotion and tenure. Other­
wise, I cannot imagine an
honorable reason that would 
motivate you to grievous ac­
tion.
Ray Lanfear
Professor, philosophy de­
partment
Reporting inaccuracy
Editor:
Student employees are a 
valued component of our 
work force, who for the vast 
majority, are hardworking, 
honest and reliable employees 
which we rely on heavily to 
accomplish our maintenance 
mission. Your reporting inac­
curacy is an injustice to them.
In the last paragraph of the 
article written by Mr. Christian 
Murdock in the May 24 Kai­
min on student custodians, I 
was quoted as saying that 
“theft is common among stu­
dent custodians.” This is a 
gross misstatement! My actual 
reply was "theft is uncommon 
among student custodians 
and the last time there was a 
theft incident involving stu­
dents was over three years 
ago.”
During the interview, Mr. 
Murdock asked of two stu­
dents were fired for theft of 
pop, and I confirmed two stu­
dents were terminated. When 
asked for their names, I 
stated I would not disclose 
the names because it would 
not be fair to them. I also 
asked that the names, if they 
became known, not be dis­
closed to the paper. The 
names were disclosed any­
way. I feel it was very unfortu­
nate that the Kaimin felt it 
necessary to publish the 
names of these students.
I am requesting this memo­
randum be printed in the Kai­
min in its entirety to correct 
the mistakes.
Gerald Michaud
Assistant director, custodial, 
grounds and labor
A new kind of rivalry
Editor:
It is time for the students of 
the University of Montana to 
stand up and scream! If we 
allow the continuation of aca­
demic cuts we will become
like Havre, a college, no long­
er deserving of the title Uni­
versity. Many of the depart­
ments offered for sacrifice 
could be picked up by MSU, 
never to return to the Missou­
la college. This would further 
strengthen that unit's position 
for funding. President Koch 
stated in an earlier Kaimin 
that Bill Tletz, MSU president, 
told him that retrenchment 
was the best way out. Why 
isn't MSU experiencing re­
trenchment? What we have 
here is a new kind of Griz-Cat 
game. This game has uncer­
tain rules, unidentified players 
and no referees. We student 
spectators must now rush 
onto the playing field and cry 
"FOUL!”
If we continue to allow aca­
demic cuts we will continue to 
allow panic and hysteria to in- 
terfer with our educational ca­
reers. We are shooting our­
selves in the foot if we allow 
enrollment to decline due to 
the unsavory atmosphere 
created by retrenchmnent and 
further cuts. Our funding is 
directly tied to enrollment. 
Wouldn’t MSU love to be the 
premier school in Montana? 
The only school to be able to 
afford advanced degrees and 
encourage greater enrollment? 
Now is the time for the stu­
dents at the University of 
Montana to stand together, 
with the faculty and staff, and 
stop retrenchment and advo­
cate equalization of funding. 
Now is the time to write or 
call our governor, who ran on 
an education platform, asking 
for fulfillment of his committ­
ment. Now is the time to write 
or call your legislators asking 
for the special session to ad­
dress the issue of equalized 
funding at the university level. 
Now is the time to talk to 
your friends in the communi­
ties around Montana to do 
the same. We students have 
power and we better grab it 
before it is too late.
Bobble Hoe
Senior, hlstory/political sci­
ence
United we must stand
Editor:
The retrenchment process
seems to have everyone on 
edge. No one wants their pro­
grams to be cut, and emo­
tions are running high. I real­
ize this, and have attempted 
to understand the general at­
tacks paranoid individuals 
have been slinging at each 
other. However, I can no
longer stay silent and watch 
individuals with apparently 
nothing better to do deliber­
ately add fuel to the fire and 
personally attack a member 
of our faculty who dared to 
react to self-centered, igno­
rant and close-minded stu­
dents who are determined to 
destroy this university. I am 
referring, of course, to the let­
ter about Don Read and his 
supposed suppression of op­
posing opinions.
As a student at UM, I am 
proud of the school and its 
many facets. Every depart­
ment, including the athletic 
department, has an academic 
integrity that cannot be 
matched by a majority of
state universities, and all of 
these departments are re­
quired to maintain our high 
standard of "excellence.” No 
department can be highlighted 
as the most important, just as 
no department can be cut if 
we want to continue calling 
UM a liberal education school.
A small, self-righteous 
minority, however, has taken 
it upon themselves to deter­
mine who and what contrib­
utes to “Academic Excellence” 
and maganimously they have 
chosen to share their narrow­
minded opinions with every­
one else. While I, and many 
others, may not agree with 
them, we do not begrudge 
them their rights to express 
themselves. In fact, many of 
us have listened to them po­
litely in spite of their accusa­
tions about “dubious aca­
demic records,” “tarnishing 
the school’s image," and
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“stealing” money from "more 
deserving, more intelligent 
students.” They have taken so 
many pot shots at everyone 
and every department, they 
now are forced to resort to vi­
cious personal attacks on re­
spected members of the fac­
ulty and the community.
It continually amazes me 
that those who hate being 
stereotyped the most are usu­
ally the first to stereotype and 
those who voice their opinions 
the loudest listen the least. 
They have blindly and self­
ishly continued to publicly be­
rate anyone who dares to dis- 
agree with them while 
screaming about the infringe­
ment of their rights to free­
dom of expression. Their ac­
tions, their name-calling, and 
their inability to study the is­
sues have further divided this 
community instead of uniting 
it, which is crucial if we want 
to survive the retrenchment 
process, and hopefully, con­
quer.
Chelsey Freeman 
Sophomore, communications
America applauded
Editor:
Replying to Bill Bakeberg's 
letter to the editor entitled 
“America’s decline,” I would 
like to remind him of which 
country he resides in. Mr. Ba- 
keberg, if you don’t like our 
great country, GET OUT. I 
didn’t hear any grand efforts 
at political reform in your let­
ter. All I heard were com­
plaints and criticisms. This is 
the greatest country on the 
face of the earth and it will 
remain so regardless of non- 
patriotic infidels such as your­
self. God bless America.
Scott Savage
Sophomore, business admin­
istration
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UM looks to retrenchment to meet deficit
By Tina Madson
Kalmln Reporter
There is "no reason to believe 
we're going to have a ball-out" from 
the Legislature this summer, so UM 
must focus on retrenchment to meet 
its deficit, retrenchment committee 
member Maureen Curnow said Thurs­
day at the Faculty Senate meeting.
The Faculty Senate voted against 
supporting an immediate equalization 
of per capita academic student sup­
port between UM and MSU as the 
solution to UM’s $1.6 million budget 
shortfall.
“Does anyone really think the Boara 
of Regents would take away money 
from MSU,” which is also facing a re­
trenchment, committee member Al­
bert Borgmann said.
Ron Erickson, the University Teach­
ers' Union president, said, “I wouldn’t 
say there's no chance.”
The Faculty Senate also voted 
against ranking the six programs on 
the retrenchment committee's current 
proposal.
“I'd rather place my fate with the 
retrenchment committee than the 
senate," said Wesley Shellen, an in­
terpersonal communications professor 
whose department was listed by the 
committee as a candidate for re­
trenchment.
The retrenchment committee has 
been laboring for five weeks to come 
up with the best solution to UM’s def­
icit, Shellen said. The committee is 
more informed than the senate, he
added, so it can be more objective 
when making decisions about the fate 
of UM.
The interpersonal communication 
department was ranked as the most 
important program of the six when 
the retrenchment committee ranked 
the programs it is considering for its 
retrenchment proposal.
Communication sciences and disor­
ders was ranked as the least impor­
tant when the committee ranked the 
programs.
It’s possible that the administration, 
the retrenchment committee and the 
Faculty Senate will offer separate 
proposals to the Board of Regents on 
June 21, Curnow said.
Ron Perrin, chairman of the re­
trenchment committee, said the inter­
personal communication department 
is being considered as a candidate 
for retrenchment because of negative 
letters the committee has received 
from the public.
Pharmacy Professor Rustem Medo­
ra said he doesn’t know why the 
pharmacy school and the physical 
therapy department are on the com­
mittee's list.
One hundred percent of the stu­
dents who graduate from the school 
pass national pharmacy exams and 
find jobs, he said
Medora asked, “Is justice being 
done?”
“Justice is not possible In this final 
retrenchment," Curnow said.
Coupon good 
for a free
medium size Pepsi 
with any in store 
purchase.
Coupon is good at 
South Higgins & 
Broadway Stores. Expires 6/1/89
Have an opinion 
or concern? 
Write a letter 
to the Editor
Professor anticipates teaching in China
By Shellle deBeque
for the Kalmln
Frank Bessac, a UM anthropology professor 
for 24 years, is retiring this spring and says 
he hopes to spend next year teaching and 
doing research In northern China.
Bessac has been Invited to teach at Nankai 
University in northern China. But because of 
the political unrest In China, Bessac said he 
may be forced to postpone his trip.
"They're a little bit afraid of people coming 
in and reporting on the conditions they see,” 
he said.
Bessac said he is interested in studying off- 
farm labor in China and the effect of light 
industry on Chinese society.
Bessac spent four years in China after 
World War II as part of the China Relief Mis­
sion. For three of those years he studied 
classical Chinese and Mongolian at Furen 
University in Beijing. Bessac said It was "very 
enjoyable playing a Chinese scholar.” He also 
worked with Chinese intelligence agencies in 
inner Asia.
Bessac received his master's degree in an­
thropology at the University of California at 
Berkley and his doctorate at the University of 
Wisconsin in Madison.
Bessac said that although he was planning 
on retiring in the next few years, the recent 
elimination of the anthropology department 
was part of the reason he had decided to re­
tire this year.
“The legislators are the real culprits,” he 
said. “I don’t know what they have against 
UM. It seems the better you do things, the 
more likely you are to get whacked on the 
head." However, he added, it's more fun to 
try to do things well.
Bessac said he has enjoyed his work here 
and feels he has made some valuable contri­
butions.
“I tike teaching,” he said.
During his 24-year tenure, Bessac has 
taught beginning anthropology classes and 
courses on Asia, China and inner and eastern 
Asia.
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Weekend Column
Meeting Lecture
Alcoholics Anonymous will meet Fri­
day at noon in the UC Montana Rooms.
Science Fiction and Fantasy Fan Club 
will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. In Forestry 
201.
Library Benefits
Women's Resource Center Brown Bag 
Lecture Series—"Women in Developing 
Countries.” noon in the Mt. Rooms. Bring 
your lunch.
Recent Advances In Clinical Mediclne- 
-"Recent Advances in Cardiology," by Dr. 
Joseph Knapp, a Missoula cardiologist, 
Friday at 11 a.m. in Chemistry/Pharmacy 
room 211.
THE STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE, 
DENTAL SERVICE 
& PHARMACY 
WILL BE 
CLOSED
From 5:00 p.m., Friday, JUNE 9 
To 8:00 a.m., Monday, JUNE 19 
Pharmacy summer hours limited 
to 9:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. ONLY 
Monday through Friday during Summer Session 
Call 243-2122 for more information
Spring football game—The Grizzlies 
vs. the alumni, Saturday, June 3. at 3 
p.m. In the Washington/Grizzly Stadium. 
Cost is $3 for for adults. $1 for children 
grades 1-12. Family tickets are $5. Pro* 
ceeds will go to the Maureen and Mike 
Mansfield Library.
The Friends of the Maureen and Mike 
Mansfield Library will also hold a book 
sale today from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. In 
front of the library.
Textbook But Back
The UC Bookstore will begin buying 
books back today.
Recitals
Thesis Exhibit
Senior thesis exhibit through June 10, 
Gallery of Visual Arts.
Graduate Recital—pianist Ken Chris­
tenson, Sunday, 1:30 p.m. In the Music 
Recital Hall.
Community Recital—pianists Jan Hal­
ves and David Morgenroth. 8 p.m. in 
the Music Recital Hall.
Do you have
Today Column information? 
Call the Kaimin 
at 243-6541
L
atShop
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French revolution ^literary/ author savs
By Lisa Meister
Kaimin Reporter
The French revolution was a
"literary affair,” an author and 
professor of European history 
from Princeton University said 
Thursday.
"Literature Itself became a 
kind of political discourse (in 
18th century France) before 
politics In the modern sense 
was possible,” Robert Darnton 
said.
Darnton spoke to about 50 
people in Room 131 of the 
UM Science Complex as part 
of the celebration of the bi­
centennial of the French 
Revolution. His lecture, "The 
French Revolution: Intellec­
tuals and Literature,” was 
sponsored by UM’s history 
department.
At the outbreak of the 
revolution, Darnton said, 
about 3,000 writers lived in 
France, which had a popula­
tion of about 26 million. That 
was "quite a lot for this type 
of a society,” he said.
One-third of those writers 
were clergy or nobility, who 
accounted for less than 30 
percent of the total popula­
tion, he said, but many others 
were members of the lower 
classes.
revolution,” he said.
The writing of those “grub
street hacks” was considered 
“low literature from the world 
of insects.” he said.
In fact, “there were 1,000 
hungry hacks in France at the 
time of the outbreak of the
"They were creatures 
swarming in obscurity,” he 
said, adding that "they might 
have looked ridiculous, but 
they could swarm and claw."
And they became significant 
as the revolution developed,
ROBERT DARNTON
he said.
Quoting a little-known writer 
named Rlvarol, Darnton said 
that when the revolution 
broke out, “the enemies of 
the language had suddenly 
become the defenders of the 
nation.”
Also, “the role of the intel­
lectual . . . was crucial In 
France" in the 18th century, 
he said.
“The French revolution was
too big to be comprehended 
by the people making It,” he 
said. “The French needed to 
make sense of It ... . That 
was the job of the intellec 
tuals."
But the French revolution 
involved more than literature 
he said. It involved the de­
struction of a whole social 
order and “the remaking of 
man."
“What the French (writers) 
were doing was dramatizing 
and creating a particular ele­
ment in the revolution,” he 
said.
During a questlon-and-an- 
swer period, David Emmons, 
a UM history professor, asked 
If literature could serve as a 
“litmus test” to determine If a 
historical event were a revolu­
tion.
But Darnton said, “there Is 
no single formula for a 
revolution.”
And his studies of the writ­
ers In 18th century France are 
unusual in historical research, 
he said. It is unlikely, for in­
stance, that anyone would 
know the number of writers In 
Russia during the Russian 
revolution, he said.
‘‘What is peculiar about 
France is the rise of this ani­
mal that we know as the intel­
lectual," he said.
Champion 
storage tank 
explodes
LIBBY (AP) — Two men 
died Thursday after a stor­
age tank at the Champion 
International Corp, lumber 
mill in Libby exploded, offi­
cials said.
Champion spokesman 
Tucker Hill Identified the 
two as Robert Myrhang, 47, 
and Richard Salvhus, 31, 
both of Libby.
Hill said the two, who 
worked In the mill’s main­
tenance department, were 
working on top of a tank 
that had once been used 
to store oil. They were try­
ing to remove a walkway 
that had connected the top 
of that tank to another 
tank, he said.
The tank exploded, but 
Hill said the cause had not 
been determined late 
Thursday afternoon.
Don Winkler, a deputy 
with the Lincoln County 
sheriff's office, said the 
men were working with a 
torch and apparently ig­
nited fumes from the tank.
Hill said the accident oc­
curred at 1:10 p.m.. Myr­
hang and Salvhus were 
taken to St. John’s Lu­
theran Hospital In Libby, 
where they were later pro­
nounced dead.
Due to Kaimin error:
LIP SYNCE FINALS
will be held
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 7
after 11:00 p.m.
Free Beer 6 p.m.-9 p.m.
Music By: THE EDGEThe Bop-a-dips 
9:30-1:30
1st PRIZE 
$400
2nd PRIZE 
$100
3rd PRIZEExperiment 
2:00-3:30 $50
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Teaching abroad: UM faculty heads to the Orient
Polsin to teach survival skillsHood looks forward 
to Japanese culture
By Heidi Pullar
for the Kaimin
The dean of UM's School 
of Journalism will be teach­
ing at a Japanese univer­
sity during the 1989-90 
school year as part of an 
international faculty ex­
change program.
Dean Charles Hood will 
teach a course called 
"Journalism in America” 
and an English course at 
Kumamoto University in 
Kumamoto, Japan.
While in Japan, Hood 
said he wants to finish the 
book he started writing 10 
years ago about former 
U.S. Ambassador to Japan, 
Mike Mansfield, and to 
learn more about Japanese 
culture.
ARMY/NAVY
Knows that you’re 
on the move!
Let us help you get 
there.
CHARLES HOOD
“I’m looking forward to 
the opportunity to steep 
myself in Japanese culture 
. . . which I haven’t been
See ‘Hood,’ page 9.
By Mark Falkenberg
for the Kaimin
A UM interpersonal commu­
nication professor will go to 
China in the fall to teach the 
language and culture of the 
United States to Chinese stu­
dents.
Jim Polsin will spend the 
next academic year at the 
Shanghai International Studies 
University, where he will teach 
his students "what you can 
expect when you come to 
America," he said.
Polsin said his courses will 
examine a broad spectrum of 
cultural peculiarities that most
Bevis to study culture in Japan
By Philip C. Johnson
Kaimin Reporter
UM Professor Bill Bevis Is 
eager to learn the extent to 
which Western culture has 
taken hold in Japan during 
his upcoming teaching assign­
ment in Tokyo, Japan.
Bevis, an English professor, 
will be spending the next aca­
demic year teaching at Toyo 
University in Tokyo as part of 
UM’s faculty exchange pro­
gram.
Bevis said most of Japan 
has been modernized, but 
many places, including the 
city of Kyoto, still retain much 
of traditional Japanese cul­
ture. Bevis said he plans to 
visit Kyoto during his stay in
The UC Bookstore shows its 
 appreciation of your
patronage with a . . .
20% OFF
FINALS WEEK SALE
UC
P.0. BOX 5148 
MISSOULA. MONTANA
“Serving the University Community since 1921“
JIM POLSIN
Japan.
Toyo University is a private 
liberal arts university with 
three campuses in downtown 
Tokyo. Its enrollment Is about 
20,000 and has about 450 
faculty members.
After a multi-year search for 
the one American university 
most compatible with itself, 
Toyo proposed an exchange 
agreement with UM.
Relations between the two 
univerities have grown closer 
because of the decision in 
1988 to hold the Toyo Univer­
sity Summer Language and 
Culture Institute at UM.
Toyo has faculties of litera- 
See ‘Bevis,’ page 9.
JUNE 5-9
Bookstore
UNIVERSITY CENTER. UM CAMPUS 
(406) 243-4921
Americans take for granted.
Using a pay telephone with 
a credit card is one example 
of a small, everyday problem 
his Chinese students might 
face in this country, Polsin 
said.
He said he will also teach 
his students about more Im­
portant problems, such as 
getting help if they become ill 
or injured.
His courses will also deal 
with potential language prob­
lems, such as interpreting the 
often confusing language of
See ‘Polsin,’ page 9.
BILL BEVIS
Discount does not 
apply to:
• Graduation Accessories
• Calculators
• Computers 
(hardware or software)
• Film Processing
• Special Orders
• Textbooks
• Tobacco Products
• Office Stores
Thule Racks 20% off 
Foot Lockers $24.95 
Rhode Gear Rack at $44.95
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322 N. Higgins
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Hood
Continued from page 8.
awe to do before,” said 
Hood, who has visited 
Japan twice.
During the visit. Hood will 
be staying at an Interna­
tional faculty complex, but 
will have a travel-grant so 
he can travel to other cities 
to conduct Interviews for
his book and visit news­
paper and television sta­
tions to get better ac­
quainted with the Japanese 
media. He also said he 
may do some lecturing.
Although he doesn't 
speak Japanese, Hood said 
he's learning and doesn't 
anticipate any problems. “I
really like Japan and am 
looking forward to going
back," Hood said.
He also said he Isn't wor­
ried about leaving the jour­
nalism school for a year. 
“I'm leaving the school in
good hands,” he said.
Journalism Professor 
Robert McQiffert will be
acting dean of the journal­
ism school while Hood is in 
Japan.
Polsin
Continued from page 8.
advertising, Polsin said.
Polsin said the title of one
of the texts he will use, “How 
to Survive in the U.S.A.,” 
sums up what he will be 
teaching.
He said there are two cate­
gories for foreign professors 
at the university, “visiting pro­
fessor” and “foreign expert.”
The difference is that the 
former divide their time be­
tween research and teaching, 
while the latter work almost 
entirely in the classroom, Pol­
sin said.
He said he will be In the
latter category. "Basically, my 
job will be teaching,” he said.
Polsin said that while teach­
ing about cultural obstacles, 
he himself will have to be 
ready for the problems that
will come with living in a vast­
ly different country. He is, for 
instance, a little concerned 
about his language skills, he 
said.
Though his students will all 
be proficient in English, his 
Chinese “is right now less 
than rudimentary,” he said.
To help overcome this 
shortcoming, Polsin said, he 
is taking Chinese courses In 
his spare time.
While Polsin Is in China, 
Cao Zhen, a Chinese profes­
sor, will replace him at the in­
terpersonal communication 
department.
Bevis
Continued from page 8.
ture, economics, law, sociol­
ogy, engineering and business 
administration. There are also 
ten research institutes.
The first faculty exchange 
with Toyo began this aca­
demic year. Dick Dailey, a UM 
management professor, is 
currently at Toyo as part of
the exchange program.
Bevis will be accompanied 
to Tokyo by his wife, Juliette 
Crump, a UM dance profes­
sor. Crump will be teaching 
dance and aerobic classes 
while in Japan, he said.
Toyo University has pur­
chased an apartment for use 
by UM exchange professors. 
Bevis said the exchange with 
Toyo wouldn’t be possible
without free use of an apart­
ment because of the high 
cost of living accommodations 
In Tokyo.
Bevis said he has friends In 
Japan he Is looking forward 
to seeing, including Professor 
Shlgemi Satoml. Satomi 
taught Japanese language 
courses at UM this year as 
part of the UM exchange with
Kumamoto University in Ku­
mamoto, Japan.
The language barrier isn't 
expected to be a problem, 
Bevis said, because many 
Japanese know English and 
he and his wife will study 
Japanese during their stay.
Bevis, an avid hockey play­
er, said he hopes to play the 
game and do a little fly-fish­
ing while In Japan.
Although many people who 
move from Missoula to Tokyo 
may experience culture shock, 
Bevis said he and his wife are 
from New York and enjoy liv­
ing in populated cities.
However, he said, it’ll be a 
“delight to come back to 
Montana from a very crowded 
Asia.”
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Kalinin
Classifieds
728*9805 NOW PLAYING 134 W. FRONT ST.
tue: JAM SESSION
The society for live Male proto r vat too
PRESENTS
Wed  & Thurs.
All domestic and import beer!!!
Godfather’sPizza
On the river at the 
‘U’ footbridge.
721-6732 
809 E. Front
12 PIZZA16” PIZZA
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Ceramics department fired up over kiln
ou have 
to take 
what you 
get,” Julie Ladewski 
said. "That’s the 
way this type of 
kiln works.”
A graduate student in art in 
the ceramics department, La­
dewski led the week-long fir­
ing of the wood-burning Ana- 
gama kiln at the Lubrect Ex­
perimental Forest in May.
After a week to fire and a 
week to cool from the peak 
temperature of 2,300 degrees, 
she and other students could 
finally unbrick the door and 
see the results of their work.
"It takes time to figure out 
this type of kiln," Ladewski 
said, “and it will take us two 
years or so to fine-tune it."
That’s not unusual in a dis­
cipline like ceramics. Even in 
a studio with a computer-con­
trolled kiln and formulated 
glazes and clay bodies, there 
is still the element of un­
predictability. That’s the na­
ture of the art, and that’s why
some artists work with clay. CAROL vpi A7nnc7 _
And when you fire with th« kiln. ’ ’ flraduate n°n-degree, Bill West and Shane Harris stoke wood through ports on the roof of
wood and use a type of kiln
originally built in 
ancient Korea, you 
can get some pret­
ty interesting re­
sults.
Anagama is Jap­
anese for "cellar 
kiln,” an apt de­
scription, since 
these kilns are 
built half under­
ground. A true 
Anagama is built 
<xua.a slope, with 
the firebox at the 
lower end to cre­
ate a natural draft. 
They are longer 
than they are wide, 
with a slight nar­
rowing of each end 
to yield a venturi 
effect, another 
technique to draw 
enough air through 
the kiln for the 
fire.
ABOVE, JULIE LADEWSKI, a graduate student In art, and 
Vanessa West, right, pack up fired pieces for the trip 
home.
INSIDE THE ANAGAMA, left, unflred caramlcware Is loaded 
up to the roof. The brickwork shows the taper of the kiln at 
the firebox end.
The ceramics department’s 
kiln, built by graduate student 
Dave Smith in 1984, is an 
“Americanized" version. It’s 
level and wider than tradition­
al kilns, with a single cham­
ber, and it's typically run with 
larger drafting holes to take 
Into account the 5,000-foot al­
titude.
To fire an Anagama and get 
traditional results, though, the 
clay work is stacked and 
piled together, and stuffed 
with straw and other combus­
tibles. The idea is to have the 
ash from the fire stick to the
pots to form a natural glaze. 
The effects of the flames, the 
type of wood used and the 
location inside the kiln all fig­
ure into the results.
Sometimes pots will stick 
together from ash collecting 
and running off, and the heat 
will warp and crack them. But 
that’s in the spirit of the aes­
thetic.
After loading, the door is 
bricked up and sealed, and a 
small warming fire is started 
in front of the draft ports. The 
clayware inside slowly dries
See ‘Kiln,’ page 16.
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Chemistry lab to be renovated this summer
Stan photo by Patricia Abouaala
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY CHAIRMAN, Keith Osterheld, indicates the 
area In the chemistry lab that will be remodeled and designed Into a more 
efficient work space for students.
By Bethany McLaughlin
Kai min Reporter
The chemistry lab will be a much 
“brighter” place for students to work 
next fall because of the $44,000 Im­
provements that will be made during 
the summer, the chairman of the 
chemistry department said Thursday.
Keith Osterheld said new cabinets 
will be put in, the old floor will be 
replaced and the desks will be 
painted In the 50-year-old chemistry 
lab.
The improvements are being paid 
for by student building fees. Students 
pay about $20 per quarter for the 
fee, which pays for campus building 
improvements.
Osterheld said these will be the first 
major improvements made in the 
chemistry lab in a number of years.
The floor is the original one in­
stalled 50 years ago, Osterheld said. 
Tiles are coming loose and continu­
ally need to be replaced, making the 
floor uneven. Students have a tend­
ency to trip over the uneven tiles, 
Osterheld said.
Osterheld said the biggest improve­
ments, as far student work in the lab
is concerned, will come with the new 
cabinets. The cabinets will give stu­
dents a wider and better lit area to 
measure materials on the lab's bal­
ances.
The balances are now in narrow 
cubbyholes, which are difficult for 
students to use, Osterheld said.
Painting the cabinets and desks in 
the lab will Improve students’ atti­
tudes toward the lab more than any­
thing, Osterheld said. The desks in 
the lab are fairly dingy and are older 
than the building, he said.
—..By painting the desks, the lab itself 
will look nicer and more professional 
to students, Osterheld said, adding, 
"We're convinced students will per­
form better in the lab with the Im­
provements.”
Osterheld said there Is still quite a 
bit of work that could be done to im­
prove the lab, but given UM's eco­
nomic problems, that Is Impossible 
for now. Eventually the desks in the 
lab will have to be replaced at a cost 
of about $250,000-$500,000, he said.
The improvements should be com­
pleted in time for next fall’s first labs, 
Osterheld said.
Teens need choices, 
UM counselor says
By Michael Seitz
for the Kalmln
Teens: If you are tired of 
being hassled by unreasona­
ble parents, now is the time 
for action. Leave home and 
pay your own way while you 
still know everything.
Such a sentiment is part of 
adolescence, one of the more 
trying times for parents and 
teens alike, Cathy Jenni, a 
psychologist in UM's counsel­
ing center, said Thursday af­
ternoon.
It is important for parents to 
be willing to give teenagers 
some autonomy but to pro­
vide a base for them, Jenni 
said.
"The truly healthy family has 
to change,” Jenni said, adding 
that during the lifespan of a 
family, relations become more 
separated. Adolescence can 
be the most strenuous time 
for both the parents and the 
teen, she said.
For teens, the biggest prob­
lems with parents are sexual­
ity, identity and autonomy, 
Jenni said. With sex and sex­
ual practices reaching young­
er and younger people, ft is 
important for parents to be 
able to handle sexual issues 
openly, Jenni said.
Jenni added that if parents 
have had past problems with 
sexuality themselves, they 
should try to resolve those 
problems before the teen 
reaches a similar age.
Parents might be deemed a
“bad model” for teens, Jennl 
said. She said teenagers are 
very likely to grow up like 
their parents, and If the par­
ents want the teenagers to 
grow up in a certain fashion, 
then the parents themselves 
should have the ideals they 
want their children to pos­
sess.
Teens should be given 
choices, even if parents don’t 
want to see their children hurt 
themselves in the process, 
Jennl said. "We (parents) 
need to be a secure base for 
them," she said, adding that
parents should give teens a 
place to return to, even after 
they leave the home. She said 
teens are more likely to be 
independent if they are of­
fered choices, even if the final 
choice is made by the parent.
Divorce, single-parent fami­
lies and two-income house­
holds are making old as­
sumptions obsolete, Jennl 
said. A teenager may find 
himself needing to take care 
of his parents If they divorce, 
she said.
Likewise, a relationship be­
tween a divorced parent and 
child may fall apart when the 
parent remarries, Jennl said.
One of the problems di­
vorce creates for teens is they 
spend more time worrying 
about their parents at a time 
in their lives when they 
should be preparing to leave 
the family and go out on their 
own, she said.
This Week At Campus Rec.
Evomng Aerohks Monday-Friday—5:10-0:10 p.m.
Iky Cadogiats Taekwondo: Mar. Wad.. Fri.—1:30-1:10 p.m.
Beginning Tai Chi: Tuesday—7-1:30 p.m.
Classes For Kids June 19-August 11
Taakwanda Far Kids: Man., Wad.—4-5 pm
Tat Oynaatitt: Taaa.. Than.—2-2:46 pm
Osgmamg Gyamastics Tuat. Than.—3-4 pm
Baginaiag I Tennis Taaa.. Wad.. Than.—2-1 p.m. (2 aaaarana) 
Beginning II Teams: Taaa.. Wad., Than.—1-4 p.m. (2 aaaaional 
Register McGill Hall-room 10S. Baginning Jana 5
OUTDOOR PROGRAM
‘Registration Begins June 5
Basic Canoeing
River Canoeing
Basic Mountaineering and Rock climbing
Summer Mountaineering adn Rockclimbing Coarse-Intermediate 
Basic Kayaking 1st Session 
Basic Kayaking 2nd Session
RECREATION ANNEX*
Fri. June 2—6:30 am.-8 p.m 
Set June 3. Sun. June 4—10 e.m.-5 pm 
Mon. June 5 Thun June 8—6:30 e.m 5 p.m 
Fri. June 9—6:30 a.m.-12 noon*
'Lockers in ALL facilities should be renewed 
OR cleaned out by 12 noon Fri.. June 9.
OUTDOOR RENTALS 
Fri. June 2—12 noon-5 p.m.
Sat. June 3—11 a.m.-2 pm.
Mon. June 5-Fri. June 9—12 noon-5 p.m.
GRIZZLY POOL
June 59 Finals Weak Pool Hoart.
1. Fitness lop Swims: M-F — 6:15 a.m.-BOO a.ai.
11:00 a m -1:00 p m
5:00 p m 0 00 p m 
No 0:30-10:10 p.ai. Moo. & Wad.
2. Public Rec Swims: M. W. F — 7:00-0:30 p.m.
'The Grizzly pool will bo dosed on weekends Beginning June 10. 1000 
a throughout the Summer Session
Important Date:
Juno 12, Monday — 7 a.m.-7 p.m.
Registration .Day For tha Following Programs:
1. Childrens Monday-Friday Swim Lessons 
Session Runs: June 19-30
Class Timos: Morning — 9:00-9:30, 9:40-10:00, 10:20-10:60 
Afternoon — 1:40-2:10. 2:20-2:60. 3:00-3:30
2. Tuesday & Thursday avenging lessons for 
Children & Adults 
Session Runs: June 20-13 
Class Times: 6:36-8:45 Children-Tiny tots
6:66-7:36 adults 
7:45-8:30 adults
For additional Summer Pool Information, 
please call 243-2763.
SCHREIBERGYM*
Fri. June 2: Running Track. Lackers—7 e.m -10 p.m.
Open Gym—11:30-1 p.m.
Weight Room—1 p.m.-6 p.m.
Mon. Jane 5-Thurs June 8. Lockers. Running Track—7 a m -10 p.m.
Opee Oyer—11:30-1 pm 
Weight Ream—1 p m -8 pm
Fri. June 8: Running Track. Lockers—7 e.m -10 p.m.
Opee Gym—11:36-1 p m
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Grizzlies hope to break alumni streak
«
Although Don Read has quickly 
racked up 20 wins in three seasons 
as UM’s head coach, he hasn't 
beaten the alumni team in three tries.
Saturday, he'll get a chance to 
break that string when the Grizzlies 
tangle with the alumni team in the 
fourth annual Spring Benefit Game at 
3 p.m. in Washington-Grizzly Stadium.
All proceeds go toward the pur­
chase of books for the Mansfield Li­
brary. Tickets are $3 general admis­
sion and $1 for students. There is 
also a special family offer of $5 
which admits two adults and three 
children.
Last year, the alumni team won 12- 
10 as Eby Dobson booted a 43-yard 
field goal on the last play of the 
game. In 1987, the alumnus eked out 
a 7-6 victory as quarterback Kelly 
Richardson hit tight end Allen Green 
for a three-yard touchdown pass in 
the fourth quarter.
In 1986, the alumns won the inau­
gural game 22-21 with fullback 
Wayne Harper scoring the game-win­
ning touchdown from three yards out 
with 1:10 remaining.
"We are preparing for this game 
like any game,” Read said. “Our ath­
letic director, Harley Lewis, has told 
us the motto this year is ‘three is 
enough.'”
Former Montana players expected 
to return for the game include Rich­
ardson (letterman, 1980-84), Green
Vt c are preparing for 
this game like any game.”
— Don Read
(1976-79) and Harper (1976-80). 
along with John Talalotu (1968-69), 
Curt McElroy (1979-83) and Joe Klu- 
cewich (1980-84).
This time, however, UM may be too 
much for the alumnus to handle.
This year’s Grizzly team, which 
began spring drills April 29, features 
14 returning starters off of last year's 
8-4 team that ended the season 
ranked 16th in the nation. UM’s eight 
wins was the third most in school 
history and Read is the only Grizzly 
coach to have winning seasons in his 
first three seasons.
Last season, UM was second in the 
Big Sky Conference with a 6-2 re­
cord. The Grizzlies received an at- 
large berth in the NCAA Division 1- 
AA national playoffs, losing to Idaho 
38-19.
A key for UM against the alumnus 
may be the offense.
The Grizzlies were sixth in the con­
ference in total offense last season, 
averaging 316.2 yards a game and 
scoring one out of every four posses­
sions.
"I feel real good about our offen­
se,” Read said. "We have two tal­
ented quarterbacks in Grady (Ben­
nett) and (redshirt freshman) Brad 
Lebo, and this will be the first year 
we have been here that we have two 
quarterbacks like that.”
Last season, defense was the Griz­
zlies forte. They finished 12th in the 
nation overall, allowing only 279.9 
yards a game. UM was first in the 
conference in both rush and pass de­
fense, and third in the nation against 
the rush, giving 97.8 yards a game.
It was only the second time in the 
Big Sky's 26-year history a team has 
led the league in every category. In 
UM’s 11 regular-season games, the 
defense held opponents to under 250 
yards in total offense six times, and 
under 200 total yards twice.
"On defense, we still need to find 
players to fit into some of the posi­
tions opened up by graduation, espe­
cially at defensive end, although Kirk 
Murphy (a sophomore from Polson), 
has played very well this spring,” 
Read said. “But, we certainly have 
the nucleus to have another quality 
defense.”
Read said UM was pleased with the 
1988 season and was honored to be 
in the playoffs. “A lot of young play­
ers got a chance to be in the playoff 
game and that's good for our 1989 
team," he said.
“Now, if we can just win this game 
Saturday . .
Pitino takes 
Kentucky job
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Rick 
Pitino took over Kentucky’s sha­
ken basketball program Thurs­
day with a warning to boosters 
to “stay away from our practices, 
stay away from my players.”
The former New York Knicks 
coach agreed to a seven-year 
contract, reportedly worth about 
$6 million, and inherited a pro­
gram on three years’ probation 
for recruiting violations. Part of 
the NCAA penalty Includes a 
two-year ban on postseason 
Play.
“No one will have anything to 
do with University of Kentucky 
basketball other than our coach­
ing staff, athletic director, and 
certainly, our faculty,” the 36- 
year-old Pitino said at a campus 
news conference.
He told boosters: “Come to the 
games and cheer as loud as you 
can. But stay away from our 
practices, stay away from my 
players.”
Athletics director C.M. Newton 
said he got the best man for the 
job.
"Today begins a new day in 
Kentucky basketball. Today is 
the first step in rebuilding this 
program,” he said.
TO THE WINNER OF OUR 
ZENITH/UC COMPUTERS 
MOUNTAIN BIKE DRAWING!
Carol Mitch 
Sophomore 
Pre-Physical Therapy
Thank you to all students, 
faculty and staff who entered.
Have a great summer!
UC Computers
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY FOR TODAY'S EDUCATION
University Center 
KO. Box 5148
U of M Campus 
(406) 243-4921
SPORTS
ENTERTAINMENT
EVENTS
MUSIC
The Bob Packwood 
Trio will play some cool 
jazz today at noon be­
tween the library and 
the UC. The trio Is 
Packwood on piano, 
John Schultz on bass 
and Dick Ostheimer on 
drums.
DRAMA
Macbeth plays tonight 
and Saturday at 8 p.m. 
in the spooky Masquer 
Theater. The UM Drama 
and Dance Department 
has really produced a 
winner with this one. Go 
see it, but don’t let the 
Weird Sisters get you. 
Admission is $6.50. 
Tickets are available at 
the UC Box Office and 
the lobby of the Per­
forming Arts and Radio- 
TV Center.
"The Glass Menager­
ie” by Tennessee Wil­
liams will be performed 
tonight and Saturday at 
8 p.m. in the Montana 
Theater. Tickets are 
$2.50 for this Showcase 
Production.
ART
"The Orient Through 
Western Eyes,” a series 
of 35 color woodblock 
prints by British artist 
Elizabeth Keith, will be 
on display at the Mis­
soula Museum of Arts 
through July 1. For 
more than twenty years, 
Keith travelled through­
out Japan, China, Korea 
and the Phillipines, 
seeking out-of-the-way 
places and people for 
her subjects.
The Kaimin 
staff wishes 
the staff, 
faculty and 
students
a great 
summer 
vacation
Missoula folk singer’s life is like a song
By Jan Pavlic 
for the Kaimin
He sits cross-legged In an 
easy chair in the corner of his 
living room, puffing on a pipe 
and sipping coffee out of a 
green-enameled metal mug. 
His dark wool gabardine 
pants are held up by leather 
button-on suspenders. The 
gray-blue of his heavy long- 
sleeved shirt sets off his near­
ly black hair, cut short and 
parted on the side. Wire 
frame glasses round out Mark 
Ross’ image of a man from 
the 40s.
Two beat-up guitar cases 
are tucked behind the chair 
he sits in. A line of about 30 
straw boaters and fedoras 
snakes along the wall above 
the front door and edges 
around the corner. Ross frets 
about what he would do with 
them all If he ever had to 
move. That’s not likely, 
though. After years of playing 
gigs and being a traveling 
musician, he's made Missoula 
his roost.
With his partner, Donna, 
and her nine-year-old, Katie, 
he lives the simple life. He 
teaches a few guitar and 
banjo lessons and runs the 
Clark Fork branch of the In­
ternational Workers of the 
World (IWW). Townsfolk re­
gard him as either a Wobblie 
singer or a purist. He vehe­
mently denies the latter.
“I'm not a purist,” he said. 
"In folk music terms, a purist
MARK ROSS
is someone who is extremely 
rigid, someone who refuses to 
listen to any other kind of
music, much less play it.”
He said that while he tends
to stick to "American folk
Let us help get you 
home.
Round Trip From Missoula
Boston....................$338
Chicago..................$278
Cincinnati...............$298
Dallas..................... $278
Denver................... $218
Detroit.................... $298
Fargo...................... $238
Kansas City.......... $258
Indianapolis.......... $278
Minneapolis.......... $258
New York...............$338
Orlando..................$358
Oklahoma City..... $258
Philadelphia.......... $318
Phoenix..................$238
Portland.....  ......... $228
Salt Lake City...... $218
Seattle....................$218
St. Louis................$278
San Diego............. $278
San Francisco......$278
Tucson...................$258
728-7880 • 1-800-134-0019
• |„ Blue Buildtng on N Hw> *«•«• '’•» «» Bon» 
Mondav-rrtday S4 • Saturday 
Mark Ross had no 
intentions of going 
to college because he 
said ‘‘going to col­
lege interferes with 
getting an educa­
tion.”
music, with all its myriad 
varying influences,” he is 
“fairly eclectic.”
Ross has played western 
swing, bluegrass, Cajun, cow­
boy, hobo and Irish music. “I 
get bored playing one kind of 
music all the time,” he said.
He mainly plays the guitar, 
harmonica and banjo, but he 
can also play the autoharp, 
dobro, mandolin, concertina, 
penny whistle, Jew’s harp and 
kazoo.
Ross grew up In New York 
City, where he said he "be­
came a radical at 14.” Ross’ 
father was a career Army Re­
serve officer and his son's re­
belliousness scared and wor­
ried his parents, but they 
didn't broach the subject until 
many years later.
At seven, he wanted to 
learn to play a guitar, but a 
music teacher told Ross' par­
ents that Mark’s fingers were
See ‘Singer,’ page 14.
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Bookstore
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We're buying back 
Spring Quarter 
books on:
Fri., June 2nd 
&
Mon.-Fri. 
June 5-9
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By Wendy Fox
for the Kalmln
“The Glass Menagerie," performed 
by the UM Department of Drama- 
/Dance, explores the lives of a frag­
mented family in 1937. It is a "memo­
ry play,” in which one of the charac­
ters is also the play's narrator.
The atmosphere In the play is 
dreamlike, because writer Tennessee 
Williams was interested in moving
Review
away from the photographic in art in 
an attempt “to find a closer ap­
proach, a more penetrating and vivid 
expression of things as they are."
Williams also said, "It is not the es­
sential dignity but the essential ambi­
guity of man that I think needs to be 
stated.” Unfortunately, the acting in 
this Showcase Production, directed 
by James T. Cyr, is not ambiguous
Williams’ vision lacking in new ‘Menagerie’
enough. After reading the play and 
then seeing the production, I became 
aware that the actresses’ roles had 
been interpreted somewhat narrowly.
There is Amanda, the mother who 
creates openings in any conversation 
to retell the story of the 17 gentlemen 
callers she had as a girl. She wishes 
people would see her as more of a 
Christian martyr. It excites her that 
she is able to throw caution to the 
wind and dump a jar of maraschino 
cherries into a pitcher of lemonade.
Amanda is calculating and flamboy­
ant, but Elaine Sehnert plays her too 
deliberately. There isn’t the range I 
would have liked to have seen, and 
at times, Sehnert is even removed. 
When she is remembering her gentle­
men callers, I don’t believe she is ac­
tually seeing them, and if she isn’t, I 
sure won’t.
Laura, her crippled daughter, has 
separated herself from society and 
retreated to her collection of glass 
animals. I imagine Laura as having a
highly developed inner world, so I 
was therefore surprised by Anne- 
Marie Williams’ portrayal.
Williams* Laura is nervous even 
around herself, and one wonders 
when she relaxes enough to take a 
trip inside herself. Even with her 
glass animals, she never holds one 
long enough or quietly enough to 
make me believe she’s really devel­
oped a relationship or history with 
these animals. She keeps me on the 
edge of the world by constantly 
wringing her hands, smoothing her 
dress and touching her hair. Laura is 
a fascinating character, but I grew 
tired of looking for a way into her im­
agination.
For the most part, Michael J. Har­
lan is believable as the narrator, but 
he shines as Tom, the son and 
brother. Although Tom works in a 
warehouse, his passion is for the 
poetic. His mother's home is like a 
coffin to him. She confiscates his 
books by D.H. Lawrence and believes
life would be nearly perfect for him if 
he would only take a night school 
course in accounting.
Harlan shows us the scope of Tom. 
His relationship to Laura is truly gent­
le and attentive (qualities I would 
have liked to have seen more in 
Laura toward her glass animals), but 
he also delivers a deliciously wicked 
speech about the "Killer Wingfield” 
side of himself to his expecting-the- 
worst-so-getting-it mother. “I’m going 
to opium dens!” he says. “Yes, opium 
dens, dens of vice and criminals* 
hangouts, Mother. I’ve joined the 
Hogan gang. I’m a hired assassin.”
Each of the characters has his or 
hek version of what Williams calls 
“the long delayed but always ex­
pected something that we live for.” 
Even with my complaints, I found it 
interesting to see a group of actors 
trying to get at what it is we wait for.
The play continues through June 3 
in the Montana Theater.
Singer
Continued from page 13.
too short. "I ended up playing 
the accordion, God help me,” 
he said. About a year later he 
switched to a clarinet after 
watching “The Benny Good­
man Story” with Steve Allen. 
Besides, he was jealous be­
cause his brother could play 
the accordion better than he.
Ross’ clarinet days ended in 
summer camp when he was
14. A kid had been picking 
on him the whole summer, so 
two days before camp ended 
he “lost his temper," fought 
the kid and broke both 
hands. Six years of clarinet 
playing went down the drain 
with that incident. When the 
casts were removed, the fin­
gers on Ross’ left hand were 
bent and have remained so to 
this day.
“Which didn’t bother me at 
all,” Ross said, “because I
borrowed a guitar from the 
girl next door and started 
teaching myself how to play 
guitar.” It was 1964, “in the 
middle of the great folk music 
scare of the 60s,” he said. He 
had no intentions of going to 
college because he said 
“going to college interferes 
with getting an education.”
His mother informed him 
that he was to get a job. 
"Being a somewhat dutiful 
son I said ’yes sir* and went 
out and got a job as an office 
boy for Columbia Pictures,” 
he said.
The job got him out of the 
house and into Manhattan. He 
was bored, though, so he quit 
and began working for Peer 
International.
"Ralph Peer was one of the 
early founders of the country 
music industry,” he said. “He 
was the one who recorded 
the Carter Family and Jimmie 
Rodgers."
Ross worked* in the ac­
counting department and then 
the stockroom. He was 17. 
He’d moved into a $10-a- 
week rooming house in “Hell’s 
Kitchen," a block away from 
the workplace.
“I was finding it increasingly 
hard to get up in the morning 
and make it to work on time, 
” he said, “and one day I 
stopped going.”
With his old Gibson guitar, 
Ross got his start by perform­
ing in “basket houses” in 
Greenwich Village.
"They were places where 
you got up and did a 20- 
minute set and you passed 
the hat or a wicker basket 
and that's how you got paid,” 
he said.
“It was the only money you 
made,” he added. “They were 
rip-off joints, they were awful 
places, but it was a sink or 
swim situation. You either 
learned the trade or you star­
ved.”
Ross said he was so bad 
the management used him for
a “turnover act” to drive peo­
ple away so others could be 
ushered in.
“I was lucky if I made five 
bucks,” he said. Eventually, 
with practice, and a few tips 
from other musicians, he said 
he began “holding audiences, 
so they had to find some 
other sucker.”
A friend of his, a jazz musi­
cian, took Ross under wing 
and gave him voice lessons. 
"He was responsible for the 
fact that I can be heard two 
city blocks away,” he said. 
“We didn’t use microphones.”
Bob Dylan, Richie Havens 
and Stephen Stills had 
worked the “baskethouses,” 
Ross said. Over the years, he 
played in the company of 
many well-known musicians, 
including Steve Goodman, 
Emmylou Harris and Paul Jer­
emiah.
“I was hanging out with 
Tom Paxton, Phil Ochs, Eric 
Anderson and Ramblin’ Jack 
Elliot,” he said. A fellow took 
him aside one day and told 
him he “was around the best 
in the business’* so he 
"learned how to pick brains.”
Since his New York days, 
Ross has traveled all over, 
singing and storytelling. He 
came to Missoula in 1978, 
and said he “hit this town 
with a guitar and a backpack” 
and hasn't left since, except 
for gigs. He is not too 
pleased with the musical 
scene in Missoula, though. 
Most of the good musicians 
have left, he said, because 
they cannot make a living 
here.
Every Saturday night for 
four-and-a-half years Ross 
hosted "The Telling Take Me 
Home,” a half-hour radio 
music show. The shows were 
strictly impromptu, though 
Ross said he would occasion­
ally tape them in advance. He 
said he “got tired of it” and 
felt as if he were “going 
stale.”
Last year, he and the Hell- 
gate Ramblers did six shows 
that were broadcast live from 
UM’s Montana Theater. The 
show, called “Big Rock Candy 
Mountain," eventually fell 
apart because the musicians 
left. Ross said he hasn’t tried 
to reorganize it because he’s 
“not an administrator.”
Ross has done music for 
Sesame Street and National 
Public Radio. He was also a 
contributor on National Geo­
graphic’s bicentennial record­
ing of cowboy songs. A tape, 
called “Mark Ross,” produced 
by Backstreet Recording, is 
available at record stores in 
town. His most recent work is 
on a collection of Wobblie 
songs on Flying Fish Records, 
and is available at Ross' of­
fice on 415 N. Higgins Ave.
Ross developed standards 
that he won’t compromise, so 
he is not often seen perform­
ing in Missoula. He won’t play 
45 minutes on and 15 
minutes off for three to five 
sets, he said. The Top Hat, 
Luke’s and the Northern Pa­
cific pay only $50 a night, and 
Ross said that's too little for 
the amount of time the man­
agement wants musicians to 
perform. “It’s too wearing,” he 
said.
Besides, he said, he doesn’t 
like "playing bars where no­
body’s really listening.” He 
believes the audience and the 
performer have a mutual job. 
“It's a partnership,” he said. 
“It’s not push-button entertain­
ment.”
Known for his bad jokes, he 
said he recently got into a bit 
of trouble with a few fathers 
in Missoula. During a perfor­
mance, he told jokes that 
some considered were too 
raw for a father-daughter Girl 
Scout banquet.
But humor Is a big part of 
Ross' act and his personality.
“When we lose the power to 
laugh, we lose the power to 
think straight," he said.
Apple takes a bite 
out of its price.
New, lower educational prices. 
Savings for you just in time for 
graduation.
PLUS
MACINTOSH
Computers
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY FOR TODAY'S EDUCATION
Friday, June2,1989 IS
I Ada muM b* prepaid 2 day* prior by 5 
p.m. Loat and Found ad* ara fra*.
Slop by J 20a. 1-112
LOST OR FOUND
LOST: Blow Backpack loat at UC Book­
store on Thun. 5/25/89 If found, please 
call Phil at 243-1412 or 243-2012 Con­
tains text book and exam notes 111-2
LOST: Gray Wallet, near footbridge Please 
return to Will Rogers S1S 8. 6th East St. 
Of call 842-2654_________111-2
LOST. Blue-bound Booklet Remeddial In- 
vestlsatlon East Helena. Mt. PLEA8E 
CALL Bruce 549-7979. 112-2
LOST: To all of you Geeks In Journalism 
206 Thanks for the‘drinks, times and 
realty weird moments Have a great sum­
mer BAT FANS and don't go chanbin 
ADIO8 BATMAN.________ 112-1
Brown calculator 5th floor Library Tue. 5- 
23-89. Return te Library Loot and 
Found.__________ 112-1
WHIIam Rogers wallet. Claim at Craig 
Hall front desk. 111-2
PERSONALS
RESTAURANT ON THE RIVER NOW OPEN 
AT GOLDSMITH'S PREMIUM ICE 
CREAM. Breakfast and Lunch Tuaa 
through Sunday 609 E. Front. ,10-3
Forfait faa* for Intramural team* can be 
ptokad up at McGill 108 if you did not 
forfait any games Available now until 
June________________ (L_______ 111-2
Come lo the Women's Resource Center» 
last Brown Bag Lecture! Toby Welst from 
the Anthropology Dept will have a slide 
•bow on Women o( Developing countries 
Thursday. June 2 12:00 In the Montana 
Rooms Bring your lunchl___  111-2
ADOPTION: Professional couple wants to 
adopt healthy newborn. We otter love, 
stability, financial aecurlty. Medical and 
legal expenses will be paid. Cell 549- 
0828 anytime.__________ 108-8
Leaving tor the summer? Get your space 
before they're gone. Rent-A-Space. 728- 
8222._______________________ 102-11
Books THESIS—Periodicals, Sewn Binding 
281-2000. Shaftner'a Bindery. 102-11
Worried? Feeling down? Need to talk? 
Confidential listening, referral at Student 
Walk-tn. Southeast entrance. Health Ser­
vice. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Frl., 7 p.m.-IO 
p.m. every night stalling permitting. Ap- 
polntment uneeded.______ 100-13
Pregnant? Need help? Free PG test. 
Confidential Birthright, 549-0406. 52-60
Older couple (40 plus) with child enrolled 
In graduate program, need furnished 
apartmsnt/house. willing to house-alt tor 
period June 15-July 15. References avail­
able 408-827-4304, 827-4344.109-4
HELP WANTED
Are you interested In acquiring experience 
aa a children's advocate? The YWCA 
Battered Women's Shelter Is looking for 
people Interested in volunteering for our 
children's program. Training provided. 
For the info: call Laura at 542-0028. Ap­
plications may be picked up at the 
YWCA on 1130 West Broadway. 111-2
ATTENTION—HIRING! Government jobs-
your area. $17.840-$69 485. Call 1-602- 
838-8885 Ext R-4066. 98-18.
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
Are you looking for a chance to explore 
a professional career? It you want the 
opportunity to try on a career, to have 
unlimited Income potential and to work 
with a national corporation, a 
Northwestern Mutual Summer Internship 
Is right for you. For more Information or 
for a personal interview, call Gail at 728-
_____________________ 68-24
"ATTENTION — GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (U-repair). Delinquent tax prop­
erty. Repossessions Call 1-602-838-8885 
Ext._______________ QH4066 109-4
Free summer Housing for mature responsi­
ble non-smoker interested in spending 
time with mildly retarded adult 459-9722
111-2
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Excellent professional opportunity to de­
velop a prestigious marketing career In 
the field of personal development and 
human relations. Full/parf time. Call Judy 
721-3000 9-5 M-Thur, 11Q.3
BICYCLES
Unlvega 20" min. bike, 2 mo. old. unuaad, 
8360. 549-4878.107-1
MOTORCYCLES
1972 Suzuki TS400 Low milage. Good con­
dition $300 O.B.O. 728-0711.110-3
TYPING
Shamrock Secretarial Services 
Let our fingers do your typing. 251-3828 
or_______________ 251-3904 12-100
Word Processing — Spell check; fast, ac­
curate. reasonable: Carol Junkert 549- 
1050_________ 93-20___________________
Professional, recommended WP/EDITINQ. 
Resume-dissertations. Lynn, 549-8074; 
messages. 721-5519. 78-34
Kinko's Copies has self-serve typing 7 e.m. 
to midnight M-F. 10-10 weekends. $2/hr. 
50c minimum. 521 S. Higgins, 728-2679.
87-27____________________________
FAST ACCURATE VERNA BROWN 543- 
3782._________110-3_______
TYPESET QUALITY TYPING—549-3094.
108-7____________________________
Word Processing, editing. Complete ser­
vices for manuscripts, theses, resumes, 
correspondence. The Text Professionals. 
728-7337. 105-8 
CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE
OWN FOR THE SAME AS RENT 
Clean, very attractive two-bedroom 
home. Perfect for couple or single. Great
L»0»«Ly*f<i. fruit trees, garden spot, ga­
rage. Nice neigborhood. bike distance to 
University. Owner financing. $36,900 
(monthly payments $308). See (but 
please don’t inquire) at 304 E. Franklin. 
Call 549-0761 for appointment____ 109-4
For Sale Dorm fridge $40 Dorm rug $10 
Dorm Rug $10 ell 243-1428._______ 112-1
MAG NA VOX videowriter—word processor 
w/bullt in printer, keyboard and carrying 
case $550 00. Call Tom at 543-4981.
109-4____________________________
For Sale: Dorm Fridge $40 or best offer 
728-7048 110-3___________________
Gray Pinstripe, vested suit 40R coat 
32W/30L pants. Charcoal vested suit 40R 
coat 32W/30L pants perfect for Inter­
views $100 each Call 543-4807 110-3
Compaq Portable 640k Dos 2.11 $ 650.00 
Panasonic Printer $185.00 728-8582 112-1
GOVERNMENT SEIZED Vehicles from 
$100. Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes. 
Chevya. Surplus. Buyers Guide. (1) 805- 
887-8000 Ext 8-6339. 92-20
AWESOME JVC STEREO SYSTEM- 
TURNTABLE. DUAL CASSETTE, DIGI- 
TIAL TUNER. 7-BAND EQUALIZER, 110 
W PER CHANNEL AMPLIFIER. 2-120 W 
SPEAKERS. PLUS CABINET. $800. EX­
CELLENT CONDITION. 1 YEAR OLDI 
243-3638. 111-1
Super Single Waterbed everything Incl. 
8100.00 543-1102._______ 111-2
152 VO Slalom 200 cm Look Bindings 
Ralchle Boots Size 9 ’A one year old. 
$150.00 great condition. After 7:00 p.m. 
721-3877 111-1___________________
"ATTENTION — GOVERNMENT SEIZED 
VEHICLES from $100. Fords. Mercedes, 
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 
1-802-838-8885 EXT. A4088.''109-4
Don’t Forget
to Read Kaimin Classifieds 
Next Year
  This Centennial Summer  
INVITE - A- FRIEND
MONTANA
WANTED TO RENT
Efficiency Apartments summer Rates from
$115.00 107 South 3rd apt. 38 11-2 
week-deya Stop by.108-5
Professional responsible couple seek dean, 
cared for summer rental, have outside 
dog. 300-400/month message 728-0353.
111-2
FOR RENT
call about our free months rent. Blue 
Mountain Mini Warehouses 251-5471.
98-13
Efficiency Unit $120*9190 furnished, utili­
ties paid. 107 S 3rd Apt. 36. Stop by 
11-2.____________________________ 111-2
Sublet Summer 2 bedroom Apt. 300/MN 
Phone installed 4 blocks to UM gocd 
Local 721-2969.__________111-1
Free summer Housing for mature responsi­
ble non-smoker Interested in spending 
time with mildly retarded adult 549-9722 
after________ 5________ p.m. 111-2
FOR RENT: August 15-June 15 Two bed­
room house. 1-mile from U, Large yard, 
washer,dryer, garage, no-pets. $400/mo 
$200 deposit 626-5671 Thursday 4-10 
p.m,__________ 111-1___________________
9 rooms to rent. Cable/HBO. game room. 
One block from camus. All utilities pad. 
$125.00 726-9700._______ 110-3
Sublet 3 bedroom furnished 1st summer 
session. References. Student Mousing 
549-2326 110-3___________________
Cool furnished room for Summer Quarter. 
No Smoking, no cooking. Edge of cam­
pus. Phone 549-8706 or 721-5109 110-3
summer 8/or fall. Large 2-bdrm 
asewBHMdMMiAueroute. Free cable TV/pho- 
ne $225/mo-negotiable. Before 8 a m 
after 5 p.m. 726-0280/542-0528. 105-8
3 bdrm. duplex unfurnished $375/mo. Plus 
utilities available 6/14. Call 251-3059 
Eves. 109-4
ROOMMATES
NEEDED
Housemate mature non-smoker. Furnished 
near U. $133.00 549-0932.110-3
MISCELLANEOUS
Small Wonders Futons has moved to 125 
South Higgins, two doors north of The 
Wilma Theatre. 721-2090 Tuea. Wed, Frl, 
Set 11-5 p.m. 96-6
WANTED TO BUY
Animal Ecology Text Ricklefs 543-3139.
110-3
AUTOMOTIVE
1986 Mustang GT 5.OL. 5 speed, air, p/w, 
44,000 miles. Make offer 543-4533 ask 
for Brian. 112-1
SERVICES
Missoula's Jewish Community welcomes 
students to Shabbat service and Oneg 
June 2 at 7:30 p.m. In basement chapel
. of First United Methodist Church 300 E. 
Main. Call 628-4337 112-1
Need a mechanic you can trust? UM stu­
dent 18 years exp. All work guaranteed. 
Reasonable rates 251-3291. Ask for Bob.
112-1
Reading and Writing tudor needed for 10 
year old girl. One hour dally M-F on 
campus. 728-8170 leave message. 112-1
UC ART GALLERY COORDINATOR for 
1989-90, pick up application in UC 104.
109-4____________________________
PART-TIME SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS 
needed for next fall. Good driving record 
and chauffer's license required. Contact 
Beach Transportation Co.. 825 Mount 
Avenue, Missoula, 549-8121._______ 110-3
Morning and some afternoon child care 
needed for two children ages 4 and 7 
Lower Rattlesnake. Experience required 
729-8715. 110-3___________________
Summer employment: Experienced cook 
for downtown deii 721-6797_______ 110-3
Cocktail waitress wanted In Montana's 
Lounge at Holiday Inn. Two years ex­
perience In a reputable house. Stop In 
at Front Desk to fill out an application 
between 2 p.m.-5 p.m. at 200 South 
Pettee. No phone calls pleeae. 107-6
Activist Summer jobs campaigning for the 
environment and consumer justice. Make 
friends, money and a difference with 
MontPIRG. 2-10 p.m. M-F $134.— $210- 
Zwaek, Call 243-2907. 107-8
A0RNT8 NEEDED $380.00 A DAY1 Pro- 
oeeaing Product Orders. People call you. 
No experience. Call (refundable) 407- 
744-3011 Ext. OA 1338. 107-5
TRANSPORTATION
One-way plane ticket to Denver. 721-3773. 
middays______ 109-5___________________
One way Airline ticket to Grand Rapids, 
Michigan. Leaving June 10. Contact Jeff 
721-8187 before May 30th. 107-5
One-way Airline ticket LAX departs 6-10. 
$150 00 Call Steve 549-0876 110-2
One-way June 15. Missoula to LA or Santa 
Barbera >100 722-3320. 110-3
One-way plane ticket from Orange County. 
CA to Missoula 7/5/89, $150.00 O.B.O. 
540-0784. 111-2___________________
Take the trainl Whitefish to Chicago. Any 
date before 6/26. $90.00 one-way call 
549-2560. 111-2_________________ _
Empty truck with canopy going to Bay area 
around June 10. Will move your belong­
ings and maybe one passenger to there 
or anywhere In route. Returning to Mis­
soula about September 4th. Call 251- 
6568 evenings.__________111-t
FLIGHT TO D.C. FROM MSLA. VIA MINPL 
JUNE 14 S140 ONE WAY CALL LISA 
721-2969. 111-2
What a perfect time to invite your out-of-state friends and relatives to Montana.
Imagine how impressed they’ll be when they receive a personal invitation 
from Governor Stan Stephens and you ... in a letter that mentions your name!
Both you and your friends will also receive a Centennial Vacation Planning Kit with a 
40-page, full-color vacation guide, highway map and travel planner.
Dear Governor Stephens: Please 
send a personal letter of invitation and 
Centennial Vacation Planning Kit to:
YOUR FRIEND’S NAME:
Please type or print clearly.
YOUR NAME:
CITY. .STATE. .ZIP.
ADDRESS
STATE
To invite additional friends, simply attach their names and 
addresses, with zip codes. Allow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery.
MAIL COUPON TO: Gov. Stan Stephens. Box T,
Helena, MT 59620-0401
This message is a public service of this publication and Travel Montana to promote the economic growth of Montana.
WORD PROCESSING 
EDITING
Complete services for manuscripts 
theses, resumes, correspondence.
The Text Professionals
NAME
cm
hast LAST
ZIP
ADDRESS
NAME
rust LAST
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Crop needs recovery time, director says
HELENA (AP) — Western Montana’s 
cherry industry, obliterated when Feb­
ruary’s bitter cold killed thousands of 
trees, will need at least six years to 
recover and may never be the same 
again, state Agriculture Director Ever­
ett Snortland said Thursday.
Snortland met dbrlfer this week with 
30 cherry growers In Flathead, Lake 
and Ravalli counties to outline how 
they might obtain federal disaster as­
sistance.
Commissioners In the three coun­
ties intend to ask for a federal disas­
ter declaration and Gov. Stan Ste­
phens has promised to forward the 
request to Secretary of Agriculture 
Clayton Yeutter, Snortland said.
Snortland estimated that 160,000 
cherry trees, most of them In Lake 
County around Flathead Lake, were 
killed when mild January tempera­
tures were followed by an abrupt, 
severe February cold spell that saw 
temperatures drop about 50 degrees 
in a few hours, to 30 below zero In 
some areas.
The tree loss represents about 
three-fourths of those in all the or­
chards and will cost $50 apiece to 
replace, Snortland said.
Even If all the dead trees are re­
placed, full production will not be re­
stored for another six or seven years, 
and that will cost the local economy 
more than $40 million, he estimated.
The worst damage was found along 
the east shore of the lake, with most 
orchards reporting loss of all trees.
Snortland said the most likely 
source of relief for the Industry is
legislation offered by U.S. Conrad 
Burns, R-Mont., and co-sponsored by 
Sen. Max Baucus, D-Mont. They have 
proposed an addition to the 1988 
federal drought assistance law that 
could provide financial help for grow­
ers to purchase and plant new trees.
The last time Montana’s cherry crop 
was as hard hit by winter kill was 50 
years ago, Snortland noted, and 
some of the trees that fell victim to 
the 1989 cold were survivors of that 
year.
Pesticide
Continued from page 1. 
about one-quarter acre so po­
tential health risks are ex­
tremely low.
Neither Montana, Missoula 
County, nor the City of Mis­
soula has a policy similar to
UM’s policy. Some states, 
such as New York, have strin­
gent right-to-know laws re­
garding pesticide use, Crabt­
ree said, adding that he 
thinks people should be noti­
fied of pesticide use in their 
area before application.
Jesse apologized for any in­
convenience the mistake may 
have caused and said it won't 
happen again.
CUFS
Continued from page 1.
fleeted on a CUFS statement until 
April.
“If you go into any county busi­
ness," he said, "any financial transac­
tion that is made would be reflected 
within the working day. We’re about a 
century away from that.”
Also, he said, support services for 
a grant project, such as bookkeeping, 
purchasing and equipment, were
more expensive through the university 
than if he had used a private ac­
counting firm.
“So I don’t care to be taug-ht 
CUFS," Reed said.
But John Parkey, the computer fa­
cilities coordinator for UM Auxiliary 
Services, said he has had "lots of
good feedback*’ from people who 
have attended the training sessions.
The third session of training has 
fust begun, he said. The first class is
an introduction to the system, the 
second deals with retrieving data and
the third will cover grants manage­
ment, Parkey said.
More than 400 people have at­
tended the training sessions since 
they started in January, Parkey said.
"Now with the information, CUFS is 
working for them,” he said.
Auxiliary Services set up a hotline 
in March to answer questions for 
users of the system. Though the hot­
line still gets calls daily, Parkey said, 
most are from callers who have spe­
cific questions about the system.
“The number of frustrated people 
who call is fairly minimal,” he said. 
"Most are using the system and they­
're using the hotline for guidance.”
Several people call to request infor­
mation about training sessions, as 
well, Parkey said.
The classes will continue for as 
long as needed, he said.
Kiln
Continued from page 10.
while wood ash precipitates 
everywhere. The fire is moved
inside after a few days and 
gradual stoking over the rest 
of the week brings the tem­
perature up.
First the pots glow dull red, 
then orange, and then it gets
too hot to stand in the heat of 
the light of the door. Ladews- 
ki uses sunglasses at night, 
so she can look directly into
the door and watch the ash 
slowly glaze the ware. With
experience, Ladewski said, 
potters can learn to tell the
temperature by the color of 
the light. Stoking wood 
through ports in the top of 
the kiln brings it up to final
temperature.
All the firings are group ef­
forts, Ladewski said, from
splitting the wood to packing 
the ware to taking the fin­
ished product home.
SUMMER JOBS 
in
Virginia City, MT
June 8 through September 4 
AU types:
Cooks, Gift Shop Clerks, Housekeeping, 
Ticket Attendants, Tour Guides, 
Living History Museum Clerks, 
Waiters, Waitresses, Bartenders, etc
Bovey Restorations - 
P.O. Box 338 
Virginia City, MT 59755 
or call - 
(406) 843-5471
Fall ’89
JOBS
Apply now for:
News Editors, $290/mo. 
Photo Editor, $210/mo. 
Managing Editor, $290./mo. 
Sports Editor, $240/mo. 
Copy Editors, $190/mo.
Reporters, $210/mo. 
Sports Reporter, $190/mo. 
Photographer, $190/mo. 
Arts Editor, $210/mo. 
Columnists, $50/mo.
Applications available in the Kaimin office. Journalism 206. Deadline for 
completed applications is Friday. June 2 at 5 p.m.
  Read  the  Kaimin
